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Product rotationally state-resolved differential cross sections (DCS) have been determined for the DF(Vf, j f)
products of the F+ D2 (Vi ) 0, j i ) 0, 1, 2) reaction from the detailed analysis of high resolution crossed
molecular beam experiments at the collision energies of 140, 180, and 240 meV. An increasing rotational
excitation when going from the backward to the sideways and forward scattering regions is observed for all
vibrational DF states, except forVf ) 4. The DF products inVf ) 4 scattered in the forward region (θcm )
0°-20°) are rotationally cooler than those scattered at intermediate scattering angles (θcm ) 30°-100°). The
experimental results are compared with quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations on the ab initio potential
energy surface (PES) of Stark and Werner. Good qualitative agreement is found for the observed trend of
theVf, j f state-resolved DCSs. In particular, the behavior of theVf ) 4 product state is well accounted for by
the QCT calculation. The results are discussed in terms of the quasiclassical state-to-state reaction probabilities
as a function of the total angular momentum (opacity functions).

I. Introduction

The F + H2 f HF + H reaction and its isotopic variants
have become a benchmark in the field of reaction dynamics
and played a key role in both theoretical and experimental
studies of reactive scattering (for a recent review see ref 1 and
for work up to 1980 see ref 2). A major breakthrough in the
study of this reaction occurred with the molecular beam
experiments reported by Lee and co-workers in 1985.3,4 A series
of systematic measurements at different collision energies
allowed the authors to extract a very comprehensive picture of
the dynamical behavior of the reaction. The resolution achieved
in these experiments was unprecedented for the study of any
reaction at the time, and remained so for several years. The
experimental results, consisting on laboratory (LAB) product
angular distributions (AD) and time-of-flight (TOF) spectra,
yielded fully vibrationally state-resolved differential cross
sections (DCS) at several collision energies for the F+ H2

reaction and its isotopic variants, F+ D2 and F+ HD, which
were elegantly presented as angle-velocity contour polar maps
obtained following the suitable transformation from the LAB
to the center-of-mass (CM) frame.

During the last few years, our group in Go¨ttingen has
thoroughly investigated the F+ D2 isotopic variant of the
reaction at several collision energies within the range 82.5-
240 meV (1.9-5.5 kcal mol-1).5-11 In these newer experiments,
using a conventional crossed molecular beam machine but with
a resolution between 3 to 4 times higher than that of Lee and
co-workers, a more accurate evaluation of the vibrationally state-

resolved differential and integral reaction cross sections became
possible. In particular, careful calibration experiments allowed
for the first time the determination of absolute values of the
integral and differential reaction cross sections.5,10 In addition,
a strong dependence of the reactive DCSs on the D2 initial
rotational state was observed6 and inelastic (nonreactive)
scattering experiments of the F+ H2/D2 were also performed,
mainly to determine the long-range interaction part of the
reagents.12

From the theoretical side, the advent of a fully ab initio
potential energy surface (PES) by Stark and Werner (hereafter
SW)13 has allowed the simulation14 of the experiments of Lee
and co-workers3 for the F + H2 reaction based on quantum
mechanical (QM)15 and quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calcula-
tions.16 The simulations14 using the QM DCSs showed an
unprecedentedly good agreement with the experimental LAB
ADs and TOF spectra. In particular, the height of the peak in
the experimental LAB AD corresponding to the conspicuous
HF(Vf ) 3) CM forward scattering was quite well reproduced.
The simulations based on QCT data failed to account for most
of the Vf ) 3 forward peak, although sideward and backward
scattering was very well accounted for. One of the main
conclusions of that work was the importance of performing
simulations of the experimental dynamical observables in the
LAB system to assess the quality of a given calculation on a
given PES.14 For the F+ D2 isotopic variant, simulations based
on QCT calculations on the SW PES have shown somewhat
better agreement with the experimental results17,18 than those
for the F+ H2, but nevertheless, the forward scattering intoVf

) 4 is also underestimated in the classical calculation. Recent
QM calculations on the SW PES at 90 meV9,19and at 140 meV
collision energies19 have shown good agreement with theV′
state-resolved experimental DCSs.6,9,10
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The original experiments of Lee and co-workers had not
enough resolution, however, to yield information about ro-
vibrational state-resolved DCSs. The availability of experi-
mentalVf, jf integral and differential cross sections could provide
a better means for the assessment of the ab initio PESs and the
different dynamical calculations. Recently, a considerable
amount of experimental effort has gone into measuringVf, jf
resolved integral and differential cross sections for this reactive
system. In this direction, Chapman et al.20 have reported the
measurement of the nascent rotational HF(Vf ) 3, jf) distribution
for the F + H2 reaction using crossed molecular beams and
infrared (IR) direct absorption of the products at a collision
energy of 1.8 kcal mol-1. The experimental integral cross
sections were compared with QM calculations carried out on
the SW PES at 1.84 kcal mol-1 by Castillo and Manolopoulos.15

The most important conclusion was that the experimental
rotational distribution intoVf ) 3 is hotter than the theoretical
one, and that HF(Vf ) 3, jf) product channels, which are
energetically closed to reaction in the QM calculations on the
SW PES, were found to be experimentally accessible at that
collision energy. One possible explanation for the observed
discrepancies can be the contribution to reaction from non-
adiabatic channels involving F(2P1/2) atoms which are also
present in the atomic beam.

Keil and co-workers21,22 have carried out new crossed
molecular beam experiments also for the F+ H2 reaction.
Angular distributions were measured for individualVf, jf state-
resolved states of HF by using IR laser excitation and bolometric
detection of the products. The technique is sensitive to
population differences betweenVf ) 1, jf andVf ) 2, jf - 1 HF
states as a function of the LAB scattering angle. The measured
LAB ADs were reproduced very well by simulations using QM
Vf, jf state-resolved DCSs calculated on the SW PES by Castillo
and Manolopoulos15 at a slightly different collision energy. A
very interesting finding was the presence of HF(Vf ) 1, jf)
scattering in the forward hemisphere in the CM frame, which
was well accounted for by simulations using the QM state-
resolved DCSs of Castillo and Manolopoulos. Since the QCT
results of Aoiz et al.16 on the same surface did not show
appreciable scattering in the forward hemisphere for HF(Vf )
1), this feature was attributed to a quantum mechanical
effect.21,22 However, recent simulations based on new, better
converged, QM calculations on the SW PES at exactly the same
collision energy have not been able to reproduce this feature.23

Although no separatedVf, jf peaks have been resolved in the
TOF spectra measurements carried out in the experiments of
Göttingen for the F+ D2 reaction, at 90 meV collision energy
a careful analysis of the envelopes has allowed the extraction
of Vf, jf state-resolved DCSs in the CM frame.11 The results
reveal that the backward scattered DF(Vf ) 2-3) products show
a bimodal structure of their rotational distribution. This

bimodality has been well reproduced by QM calculations
performed on the SW PES.11,19

In the present work, we report on rovibrationally state-
resolved DCSs for the F+ D2 reaction at the collision energies
of 140, 180, and 240 meV (3.23, 4.15, and 5.53 kcal mol-1)
from high resolution crossed molecular beam experiments. The
experimentally evaluatedVf, jf CM DCSs are extensively
compared with the results of QCT calculations for the title
reaction performed on the SW PES at exactly the same
experimental conditions.

The paper is organized as follows: section II describes the
experimental setup and the method of analysis used to evaluate
theVf, jf CM DCSs from the measured TOF spectra. In section
III, the QCT method employed for the dynamical calculations
is briefly reviewed. Section IV contains selected experimental
TOF spectra and experimentalVf, jf state-resolved DCSs and
their comparison with the QCT results. The discussion is
presented in section V, and finally, the conclusions are sum-
marized in section VI.

II. Experimental Section

A. Apparatus and Time-of-Flight Spectra. The crossed
molecular beam scattering apparatus used in the present
experiments has been described in detail elsewhere,5 and only
some general features are discussed here. The argon-seeded F
atom and the D2 reactant beams are produced in supersonic
expansions involving large fluxes and high speed ratios. Atomic
fluorine is produced by thermal dissociation of molecular
fluorine in a 10% mixture in argon in a homemade magnesium
fluoride oven24 at temperatures ranging 1100-1220 K. Both
beams pass through three differential pumping stages before
entering the scattering chamber where the background pressure
is kept below 10-7 torr. The DF reaction products travel then
over a flight path of about 146 cm through four additional
differential pumping stages before reaching an electron bom-
bardment ionizer followed by a magnetic mass spectrometer
and an electron multiplier.

The state-to-state DCSs obtained in the present work were
determined from a series of crossed beam experiments at three
different average collision energies: 140( 3 meV (3.23 kcal
mol-1), 180 ( 4 meV (4.15 kcal mol-1), and 240( 5 meV
(5.53 kcal mol-1). Table 1 lists some of the relevant experi-
mental parameters of the F atom (10% F2/Ar mixture) and the
converted molecular D2 (90% ortho-D2, 10% para-D2) super-
sonic beams in each of the experiments, namely, the average
beam velocitiesVF andVD2, the rotational temperature of the D2

beam,Trot, and the corresponding rotational populations,F(j i).
A complete characterization of the experimental conditions for
the reactant beams, the stagnation pressure and temperature, the
nozzle orifice, gas flow, etc., can be found in refs 6 and 10
(140 meV) and refs 8 and 10 (180 and 240 meV). In those

TABLE 1: Experimental Conditions of the F atom (10% F2/Ar mixture) and the Converted Molecular D2 (90% ortho-D2, 10%
para-D2) Supersonic Beams: Average Beam Velocities,WF, WD2, and Collision energy,Ecm, Rotational Temperature of the D2
Beam Trot, and Rotational PopulationsG(j i)

F(j i)

experimenta Ecm [meV] VF [m/s] VD2 [m/s] Trot [K] j i ) 0 j i ) 1 j i ) 2 j i g 3

C1, C2 140( 3 1130( 35 2620( 40 60 0.85 0.10 0.05 0.00
D1 180( 3 1125( 35 3020( 45 85 0.74 0.10 0.16 0.00
D2 180( 3 1160( 35 3020( 45 85 0.74 0.10 0.16 0.00
E1 240( 5 1165( 35 3530( 55 115 0.59 0.09 0.31 0.01
E2 239( 5 1165( 35 3530( 55 135 0.52 0.09 0.37 0.02
E3 241( 6 1150( 45 3560( 80 175 0.41 0.08 0.47 0.04

a Notation as in ref 10.
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previous reports,6,8,10 the experiments were described in detail
and were analyzed for vibration state distributions only. The
vibrationally state-resolved DCSs in absolute units were then
presented, while here we consider the rotational envelopes of
the vibrational time-of-flight peaks.

Typically, between 20 and 30 TOF spectra of the DF products
were measured at each collision energy covering the appropiate
set of LAB anglesΘlab (in the plane of the incident beams,
with respect to the direction of the incoming F atom beam) and
Φlab (perpendicular plane angle),5 in order to span the relevant
CM scattering angles,θcm. Figures 1-3 show just a small
selection of the measured TOF spectra. A larger selection of
TOF spectra can be found in refs 6, 8, and 25. The optimal set
of LAB angles within the hemispherical scattering region
accessible to the detector was chosen at each collision energy
in order to study the different CM angles with the best possible
energy resolution, for which scattering angles out of the collision
plane (Φlab > 0°) are often favorable.5,25 The product energy
resolution (full width at half-maximum, fwhm) achieved in the
spectra is angle and state dependent and ranges from 20-40
meV forVf ) 4, the highest vibrational state accessible, to 100-
200 meV forVf ) 1, the lowest observed vibrational state.5,25

This is more than a factor of three greater than the resolution
achieved in previous crossed beam experiments employing
similar detection techniques3 and allows for a more precise
evaluation of the state-resolved DCSs.

B. Evaluation of Rotationally State-Resolved Differential
Cross Sections.The method followed for the evaluation ofVf,

jf state-resolved DCSs from the measured TOF spectra has been
discussed in detail in previous works.8,10 The analysis of the
time-dependent scattering intensity in the complete set of TOF
measurements is perfomed simultaneously by deconvoluting a
trial set of Vf, jf CM DCSs by means of a three-dimensional
Monte Carlo sampling of the velocity and spatial density
distributions of the F and D2 reagent beams and of the angular
acceptance of the detector (eq 1 of ref 8).

The numerical convolution was averaged over the initial
rotational states of D2, j i ) 0, 1 and 2, with weights corre-
sponding to the experimental estimated relative populations.8,10

All the experiments discussed in the present paper were
performed with a cryogenically catalyzed mixture of 90% ortho-
deuterium and 10% para-deuterium with estimated rotational
temperatures for the D2 molecules in the reactant beam of 60,
85, and 115-175 K for the experiments at 140, 180, and 240
meV, respectively.10,25 The correspondingj i populations are
listed in Table 1.

As in our previous works, only F atoms in the2P3/2 ground
state were assumed to take part in the reaction. At a typical
fluorine source operating temperature of 1150 K, about 23%
of the F atoms are estimated to be in the2P1/2 excited fine-
structure electronic state, which lies∼50 meV above the ground
state. Some evidence for the F(2P1/2) + D2 reaction with a cross
section at least 1 order of magnitude smaller than that for the
ground state F(2P3/2) + D2 reaction has been recently reported.5,7

In view of this small reaction cross section, and since all the

Figure 1. Typical TOF spectra (open circles) of the DF products at
the collision energies: (a) and (b) 140 meV, (c) and (d) 180 meV, (e)
and (f) 240 meV.Θlab andΦlab denote the in-plane and out-of-plane
LAB scattering angles, respectively (see text). The product vibrational
stateVf associated to each peak in the spectra is indicated. The best fit
simulations to the TOF spectra are shown with lines.

Figure 2. a) Trial simulations for a typical TOF spectra at 140 meV
collision energy with the different DF product rotational distributions
P(j f;Vf ) 1-4) (eq 2) shown in b). At the LAB anglesΘlab ) 35°, Φlab

) 15°, the detected DF products are scattered in the intervalθcm ≈
110-130° in the CM frame. The average CM scattering angleθhcm,
spanned for thej f states within eachVf envelope is indicated. The best
fit simulation A was calculated with the P(j f;Vf) distributions also
denoted A in the lower parts. The simulation B was obtained with the
distributions denoted B in the lower parts which are displaced by
between one to three rotational quanta with respect to the best fit ones
A.
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TOF spectra in the present work could be correctly fitted without
any reactive contribution from F(2P1/2) atoms, this channel was
ignored in the present analysis.

The DCSs for each product vibrational and rotational state
were constructed according to the expression8

whereA (Vf, θcm) defines theVf DCS summed onjf at the CM
scattering angleθcm andP (jf; Vf,θcm) is a normalized rotational
distribution. Throughout the present discussion, the CM scat-
tering angleθcm ) 0° corresponds to a DF product velocity in
the direction of the initial F atom CM velocity (forward
scattering).

Absolute values for theVf state-resolved DCSs (i.e., for the
A(Vf,θcm) values) were obtained by means of a careful calibration
of the beam intensities and product detection efficiency10 with
the aid of additional nonreactive scattering experiments on the
Ar-D2 system, whose interaction is well characterized.26 The
absolute calibration of the F-D2 reactive experiment is then
basically determined by tworelatiVe magnitudes: the ratio
between the density of Ar atoms and reactive F atoms in the
scattering center, and the ratio of detection efficiencies for DF
molecules versus Ar atoms. Whereas the former quantity could
be measured in situ during the experiment, the latter was
estimated from available theoretical data. The whole procedure
is discussed in detail in previous publications.5,10,24,25 The
uncertainty in the absolute value of the state-to-state reaction
cross sections evaluated from the present experiments is
estimated to be 50%. The uncertainty in the determination of
relativeVf state-resolved cross sections, (i.e., the relative ratio
between the total DCS of two different vibrational states at
arbitrary scattering angles, is much less, typically 10%. The
uncertainty attained in the relative values of theVf, jf state-
resolved DCSs is somewhat larger, typically 20%, as discussed
below in this section.

The rotational distributionP(jf;Vf,θcm) was chosen to be
function of two angle-dependent fit parameters,R(Vf,θcm) and
E(Vf,θcm), which determine, respectively, the maximum and the
width of the distribution8,25

whereâ(Vf, θcm) is given by

In eq 2,Erec(Vf, θcm) ) ∆D0 + Ecm - Evib is the maximum
recoil energy of the vibrational stateVf, with ∆D0 being the
reaction exothermicity,Ecm the collision energy andEvib and
Erot, the product state vibrational and rotational energies.N is
a normalization constant.

In the early scattering studies of the F+ D2 reaction from
our group,5 Boltzmann-like product rotational distributions were
assumed to analyze the TOF spectra with an effective temper-
ature as the only fit parameter. However, significant deviations
from the Boltzmannjf dependence were observed in more recent
experiments at collision energies between 90-240 meV.6-8

Therefore, we introduced the two-parameter functionalP
(jf;Vf,θcm) described in eq 2, which is consistent with that
previously suggested by Neumark et al.,3 and provides satisfac-
tory fits to our TOF measurements at all scattering angles and
collision energies investigated.

High resolution experiments have allowed recently the
observation of bimodal rotational distributions for DF(Vf ) 2,
3) product at 90 and 110 meV collision energies.11,25 The
double-peakedjf distributions were modeled by replacing eq 2
with a four-parameter expression involving two independent
distributions (eq 2 in ref 11). In the experiments considered
here at 140-240 meV collision energies, however, no evidence
of bimodal distributions was found, and the envelope of theVf

peaks in all TOF spectra could be correctly evaluated using the
two-parameter (monomodal) form given in eq 2.

Angle-velocity contour polar maps have been derived from
the fully Vf, jf state-resolved DCSs after including the broadening
given by the product energy resolution achieved in the present
experiments. The final expression for the CM angle-velocity
distribution is given by16

where the sum ink ≡ (Vf, jf) extends to all final rovibrational
states of the products which are energetically accessible, and
the sum inj i considers the initial D2 rotation withF(j) denoting
the relative population of thej i ) 0, 1, 2 states (Table 1). The
experimental uncertainty in the CM recoil velocityw is modeled
with a Gaussian distribution centered in every case atwk, the
recoil velocity associated with the internal statek, and with a
width ∆wk. The Nk are the normalization constants of the
Gaussian profiles. The fwhm, given by 2xln2∆wk/wk, was
7% in all cases, which corresponds to 14% of uncertainty in
the CM energy of the DF product.

The best fit simulations to the TOF measurements in Figures
1-3 are shown in the same figures as solid lines. As can be
seen, a very good agreement is found between the best-fit

Figure 3. Same as Figure 3 but for a TOF spectrum at 140 meV
collision energy andΘlab ) 9.5°, Φlab ) 0°. Here, DF(Vf ) 4) products
scattered atθcm ≈ 0°-15° are detected. In this case the simulations B
and C have been calculated after displacing the product state distribu-
tions P(j f;Vf) by one rotational quantum number with respect to the
best fit distribution A.

dσ
dω

(Vf, j f;θcm) ) A(Vf, θcm)P(jf; Vf, θcm) (1)

P(jf;Vf,θcm) )

N∫jf+1

jf dj (j + 1/2) ( Erot(j)

Erec(Vf))
R(Vf,θcm) (1 -

Erot(j)

Erec(Vf))
â(Vf,θcm)

(2)

â(Vf, θcm) ) R(Vf, θcm) ( E(Vf, θcm)

1 - E(Vf, θcm))

P(w, θ) ) ∑
j)0

2

F(j)∑
k

Nk exp[-(w - wk

∆wk
)2] (d2σ

d2ω)
k

(3)
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simulated and the measured spectra, the location and shape of
the observed vibrational TOF peaks being well reproduced in
all cases. Although the resolution of the TOF spectra does not
allow for the observation of individual rotational states of the
DF products, it is shown below that the shape of the rotational
envelope within each final vibrational TOF peak provides
sensitive information on thejf distribution of the DF product
molecules.

The sensitivity of the present measurements to changes in
the best-fitVf, jf state-resolved DCSs is exemplified in Figures
2 and 3 for two of the TOF spectra measured at 140 meV
collision energy. In this case, the product energy resolution is
typically 150, 100, 50, and 25 meV for the product statesVf )
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Thejf distributions associated with
the different trial fits of the spectra in Figures 2 and 3 are meant
for illustration purposes only and are averaged over theθcm

interval spanned for eachVf, jf state at the given LAB scattering
angles.

Figure 2 displays the result of the analysis of a typical TOF
measurement atΘlab ) 35°, Φlab ) 15° which covers the
reactive scattering into the CM sideways region (θcm = 110°-
130°, depending on the final vibrational state,Vf ) 1-4). The
result of the best-fit simulation to the measurement (denoted
by “A”) is shown together with a trial simulation (“B”) in which
the maxima of the product final rotational distributions have
been shifted toward largerjf values (by one rotational quantum
number forVf ) 4, by roughly one and a half forVf ) 3 and 2
and by three rotational quantum numbers forVf ) 1) as displayed
in the lower parts of Figure 2. Such changes account for shifts
in the maxima of the product translational energy distribution
by ∆ET ) 115, 40, 20, and 7 meV forVf ) 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively, and are clearly observable in the experiment. In
fact, the comparison of simulations A and B in Figure 2 shows
that the TOF measurement is actually sensitive to smaller
changes in the trialP(jf;Vf) distribution than those proposed in
the example, especially forVf ) 2 and 3. Notice also that for
Vf ) 4, the best experimentally resolved vibrational product,
the relatively small displacement by only 7 meV of the
maximum of the product rotational energy distribution (fromjf
) 2 to jf ) 3) results already in a detectable displacement of
the simulated TOF peak toward longer flight times with respect
to the measured peak.

In Figure 3 a similar analysis is carried out for a TOF
spectrum atΘlab ) 9.5°, Φlab ) 0°. This is a typical
measurement at 140 meV in the forward scattering region (θcm

< 15°) of DF(Vf ) 4). The faster and narrower peak of the
two observed in the TOF spectrum (denotedVf

+ ) 4 in Figure
3) originates from CM scattering angles strictly smaller than
15°, whereas for the slower and broader peak (denotedVf

- ) 4)
somewhat larger CM scattering angles are involved (10°-35°).
Two trial simulations (B and C) are compared with the best fit
simulation (A) and with the experimental TOF spectrum in
Figure 3, in order to investigate the effect induced by a shift of
the trial jf distribution by (plus or minus) one quantum number.
As can be seen, significant differences are apparent between
the different simulated spectra in spite of the relatively small
change in the product translational energy introduced by the
displaced trialjf distributions. Note that the internal energy of
the DF states with maximum cross section in the cases B,Vf )
4, jf ) 4; and C,Vf ) 4, jf ) 2; differs by only∼17 meV. The
rotational distribution B, displaced by one quantum number
toward largerjf values with respect to the best-fit distribution,
leads to aVf

+ ) 4 TOF peak which is noticeably slower and
broader than the measured one. On the other hand, the

rotationally cooler trialjf distribution C yields a simulated peak
which is appreciably faster than the experimental one. The fact
that the analysis is more sensitive to displacements of the best
fit distribution toward largerjf states (B) than toward smaller
ones (C) is due to the larger change in the rotational energy
involved, and is additionally reinforced by the larger Jacobi
factors|dω/dΩ| in the CM-LAB transformation for the higher
rotational states ofVf ) 4.

From the results presented in Figures 2 and 3, it can be
concluded that the energy resolution achieved in the present
experiments is sufficient to evaluate the location of the
maximum and the width of the rotational distribution of the
DF(Vf) products with an uncertainty∆j of one rotational
quantum forVf ) 3 and 4, of two quanta forVf ) 2, and of
three to four quanta forVf ) 1. In relative terms, the rotational
distributionsP(Vf,jf) of the best resolved vibrational states,Vf

) 3 andVf ) 4, are evaluated in the present experiments within
an accuracy of typically 20%.

III. Quasiclassical Trajectory Method

The general method of calculation of quasiclassical trajec-
tories is the same one as used in previous works. It is described
more extensively in refs 18 and 27, and only the particular
details relevant to the present work are given here.

The calculations have been performed on the ab initio SW
PES for the F+ D2 (Vi ) 0, j i ) 0, 1, 2) reaction at the collision
energies of 140, 180, and 240 meV, corresponding to the average

Figure 4. Center-of-mass differential cross sections for the DF product
molecules in the vibrational statesVf ) 0-4 from the F+ D2 reaction
at collision energies of 140, 180, and 240 meV: (a-c) experiment;
(d-f) QCT calculation on the SW PES. The error bars indicate the
experimental uncertainty in the determination of the relative value of
the DCS of two arbitrary vibrational states at representative scattering
angles. Note that the experimental cross sections are given in absolute
units of Å2/sr (with an uncertainty of 50%; see text and ref 10).

Reaction F+ D2 f DF + D J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 102, No. 45, 19988699



collision energies of the molecular beam experiments discussed
above. Batches of 60 000 trajectories have been calculated at
each energy and initial rotational quantum numberj i.

As in a previous study,18 the quantization of the rotational
angular momentum of the D2 reagent and of the DF product
was performed semiclassically by equating the square of the
rotational angular momentum to (ji + 1/2)2p2 (Langer correction).
With the (real)jf value so obtained for the DF products, the
vibrational quantum numberVf was found by equating the
internal energy of the outgoing molecule to a rovibrational
Dunham expansion containing 20 terms (fourth power inVf +
1/2 and third power in (jf + 1/2)2) calculated by fitting the
rovibrational energies given by the asymptotic diatomic limits
of the SW PES. The values ofVf andjf found in this way were
then rounded to the nearest integer.

The vibrationally and rotationally state-resolved DCSs were
calculated by the method of moments expansion in Legendre
polynomials.18,27 The truncation of the series is addressed by
performing the Smirnov-Kolmogorov test of the cumulative
probability distribution. Significance levels higher than 95%
were achieved using 8-12 Legendre moments, ensuring a very
good convergence. Angle-velocity contour polar maps includ-
ing the experimental broadening were calculated from theVf, jf
state-resolved DCSs as described in section II.B. The simulation
of the TOF spectra using the QCT CM DCSs was carried out
by means of the same Monte Carlo procedure employed for
the evaluation of the experimental DCSs.8,28 All the simulations

of the LAB and CM experimental results for the F+ D2 reaction
were made by appropriately weighting on the initial rotational
quantum numberj i of the D2 reagent (Table 1). It should be
stressed that, since the experimental DCSs are absolutely
calibrated, the QCT simulations do not contain any adjustable
parameter.

The state specific reaction probabilities as a function of the
total angular momentumJ (opacity functions) were also
calculated using the method of moments expansion in Legendre
polynomials as described in ref 27.

IV. Results

A. Vibrationally State-Resolved Center-of-Mass Dif-
ferential Cross Sections. The experimentally evaluated vi-
brationally state-resolved CM DCSs at 140, 180, and 240 meV
collision energies are shown in Figures 4a-c. Their main
features have been discussed in detail in refs 6, 8, and 25.
Briefly, the observed general trends are the following: (i) At
all three collision energies, the product CM angular distributions
are predominantly backward, but significant scattering is also
found in the forward region. (ii) TheVf state-resolved DCSs
shift toward smaller CM scattering angles (from backward to
forward scattering) asVf increases. Appreciable scattering into
Vf ) 0 is only found at the two highest collision energies and
is confined into the backward hemisphere. In contrast, the
curves forVf ) 1, 2, 3, and 4 cover progressively a larger angular
interval. (iii) The DCSs of allVf shift as well toward smaller
scattering angles with increasing collision energy.

The DCSs forVf ) 4, which were measured in the whole
range of CM scattering angles at all three collision energies,
are found to be quite flat except for scattering anglesθcm <
20°, where a characteristic forward peak appears. The height

Figure 5. Selected center-of-mass differential cross sections for the
DF(Vf ) 2, j f) product molecules in representative rotational statesj f
from the F+ D2 reaction at the collision energies of 140, 180, and
240: (a-c) Experiment; (d-f) QCT calculation on the SW PES. The
uncertainty attained in the experimental relative values of theVf, jf state-
resolved DCSs is illustrated with the error bars. Note that the
experimental cross sections are given in absolute units of Å2/sr (with
an uncertainty of 50%; see text and ref 10).

Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the DF(Vf ) 3, j f) product
molecules.
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of this forward peak increases with collision energy and seems
to level off at the highest collision energy measured.8 The
vibrational specificity of theVf ) 4 forward peak makes it
interesting for the extraction of more detailed information on
the rotational distribution of the forward scattered products (see
section IV.B below). In addition, theVf ) 4 CM DCS displays
a broad local maximum at aboutθcm = 40°-70° at 240 meV
collision energy, which is also present, but to a lesser extent, at
the lower collision energies.

It should be noticed that theVf state-resolved DCSs at 140
meV collision energy here presented (Figure 4a), differ slightly
from those already published in ref 6. In this earlier preliminary
report from our laboratory, an approximate analytical fitting
method was employed for the evaluation of the CM DCSs, in
which the translational energy width for each product state was
calculated from a first-order Taylor expansion of the variance
matrix.5 Although that analytical approach is reliable for most
scattering angles, it does not perform correctly for LAB angles
where the CM Newton sphere of a given final product state is
intersected close to its boundary (i.e, almost tangentially). This
has a noticeable effect in the evaluation of the reactive yield
into the CM forward and backward scattering regions, which
is fully accounted for in the Monte Carlo convolution procedure
employed in the present work (section II.B).

The QCT calculation on the SW PES reproduces reasonably
well the main trends of the experimentalVf state-resolved DCSs
at the three collision energies studied (see Figures 4d-f). In
particular, a remarkably good agreement between theory and
experiment is obtained forVf ) 3. For the rest of vibrational
states, however, some noticeable discrepancies are observed.
The QCT results clearly underestimate theVf ) 1 andVf ) 2
backward scattering at the three collision energies studied, the

theoretical DCSs being shifted to sideways scattering angles
with respect to the experimental ones. Interestingly, the
experimentally deduced DCSs summed onVf states show some
undulations, especially at 180 and 240 meV collision energies,
which reflect the maxima of the individualVf state-resolved
DCSs. On the contrary, the QCT total DCSs do not show such
peak structure, the reason being theVf-resolved DCSs take their
maximum values at CM scattering angles that are closer together
than in the experiment. As forVf ) 4, the QCT results
reproduce qualitatively the experimental CM DCSs. The largest
discrepancy occurs in the height of the forward peak, which is
clearly underestimated in the classical calculation, and the
amount of sideways scattering (θcm ≈ 60-90°), which is
overestimated (in this case with the exception of 240 meV
collision energy). At 240 meV collision energy, the QCT total
forward peak is quite similar in height and width to the
experimental one. However, whereas experimentally all the

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 but for the DF(Vf ) 4, j f) product
molecules.

Figure 8. Comparison of experimental TOF measurements (open
circles) and simulated spectra (lines) using the present QCTVf, jf DCSs
for three representative sets of LAB scattering anglesΘlab, Φlab, at 140
meV collision energy. Since the experimental cross sections are
calibrated in absolute units, the QCT simulations do not include any
adjustable parameter. The additional dotted line in panel (c) has been
included for purposes of relative cross section comparisons and has
been obtained by scaling the QCT simulated spectrum with the indicated
factor of 4 in order to match the height of theVf ) 4 peak.
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forward scattering corresponds toVf ) 4, in the QCT case there
is a substantial contribution fromVf ) 3.

B. Rotationally State-Resolved Center-of-Mass Differen-
tial Cross Sections. Figures 5-7 display a representative set
of the experimentally evaluatedVf, jf state-resolved CM DCSs
at the collision energies 140, 180, and 240 meV, respectively.
The effect of increasing the collision energy on theVf, jf DCSs
is two-fold: (i) an increase of the reaction cross section of the
higher jf states within eachVf state (i.e., an increase of the
product rotational excitation); (ii) a global shift of each of the
Vf, jf DCSs toward smaller CM scattering angles. Interestingly,
a similar backward-forward shifting can be observed at fixed
collision energy as the product rotational quantum numberjf
increases. Thus, thejf-resolved DCSs shift to smaller scattering
angles, both as the product rotational energy and as the collision
energy increase. This resembles the behavior of theVf state-
resolved DCSs discussed in section IV.A (see Figure 4).
Therefore, the DCSs for lowjf values tend to be confined into
the backward region, whereas the DCSs for highjf values have
their maximum at smaller CM angles. In other words, theVf

products appear rotationally cooler at the large scattering angles
(backward) than at the intermediate ones.

The j f state-resolved DCSs forVf ) 3 shown in Figure 6
exemplify these observations. At 140 meV collision energy,
for instance, the maximum in thejf distribution forVf ) 3 shifts
from jf ≈ 4 (Erot ≈ 24 meV) atθcm ) 170° to jf ≈ 10 (Erot ≈
132.3 meV) atθcm ) 75°. A similar effect is observed also at
the two higher collision energies. ForVf ) 2, the same behavior
is observed (see Figure 5). For this vibrational state, as forVf

) 3, the maximum in the DCS of eachjf state shifts toward
smaller angles with increasingj f, moving from a backward-

peaked distribution forjf ) 0-5, at all three collision energies,
to a more sideways-peaked angular shape for the higher states
jf g 10. As for theVf ) 1 state (not shown), alljf state-resolved
DCSs are roughly confined into the backward hemisphere. The
DCSs forVf ) 1, jf ) 12-14 are found to be the largest at all
scattering angles at the three collision energies here considered,
and no definite trend was observed in the overall form of the
DCSs asjf changes.

At this point, the specific rotational behavior observed forVf

) 4 requires a more detailed discussion. For this vibrational
state, the above mentioned trends apply only for CM angles in
the backward and sideways regions. For instance, the maximum
cross section for backward scattering (θcm ) 150°-180°)
corresponds tojf ) 1-3 and shifts tojf ) 4-8 for sideways
scattering (θcm ) 50°-120°). However, in the narrow scattering
angular region where the conspicuous forward peak appears (θcm

< 20°), the rotational distribution reaches its maximum forjf
) 1-4, depending on the collision energy of the experiment
(see Figure 7). This is cooler by roughly 4 rotational quanta
than at the sideways scattering angles. The coldjf distribution
found for the forward scatteredVf ) 4 products is in contrast
with the general trend observed with changingθcm for all final
vibrational states, includingVf ) 4, in the backward and
sideways scattering region. Thus, the CM forward reactive
scattering turns out to be a highly specific feature, not only
vibrationally (it has been observed so far only for the DF(Vf )
4) products4,6,8,10,25), but also rotationally. Only a small number
of jf states withinVf ) 4 (typically three to four low rotational
states rangingjf ) 0-5) account for most of the forward
scattering at each collision energy.

Figure 9. Center-of-mass scattering angle-recoil velocity contour map and 3D perspective for the DF products of the F+ D2 reaction at 140 meV
obtained using the experimentalVf, j f resolved DCSs. The dashed circles represent the maximum DF recoil velocity at each vibrational state.
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The Vf, jf DCSs calculated quasi--clasically on the SW PES
for Vf ) 2, 3, and 4 andEcm ) 140, 180, and 240 meV are
represented in the right panels of Figures 5-7. Overall, the
QCT results reproduce qualitatively the trends experimentally
observed. In particular, the calculations predict backward
scattered DF products with less rotational excitation than those
sideways scattered, in good agreement with the observations.
Furthermore, the QCT calculation agrees with the experiment
in an overall increase of the DF rotational excitation for all final
Vf states with increasing collision energy.

Significant discrepancies are, however, apparent between the
experimental and QCT product rotational distributions. The
QCT calculations predictjf distributions forVf ) 2 and 3 which
are significantly cooler than the experimental ones at all CM
scattering angles. In the experiment at 140 meV collision
energy, for instance, the product rotational states with the
maximum reaction cross section atθcm ≈ 140° are jf ) 7-9
for both Vf ) 2 andVf ) 3. In contrast, the QCT calculation
predictsjf ) 4-5 to be the most probable final rotational state
at this scattering angle. The discrepancies are clearly appreci-
ated when the comparison between experiment and theory is
performed in the LAB frame. Figure 8 shows simulations based
on the QCTVf, jf DCSs for three representative TOF spectra
measured at 140 meV collision energy. The TOF spectra
measured atΘlab ) 40°, Φlab ) 0° (Figure 8a) and atΘlab )
27°, Φlab ) 10° (Figure 8b) correspond to DF(Vf ) 1-4)
molecules scattered into backward and sideways CM scattering
angles. The QCT simulations yield TOF peaks forVf ) 1-3
which are systematically faster (i.e., appear at shorter flight
times) and narrower than the corresponding experimental peaks,
which is an evidence for the cooler rotational distributions
predicted by the calculation.

For Vf ) 4, the QCTjf distributions are rotationally hotter
than the experimental ones over large intervals of CM angles
in the sideways and early forward scattering region (θcm ) 30°-
120°). The jf value for which the maximum reaction cross
section is obtained is larger in the QCT calculation than in the
experiment by typically two or three quantum numbers. The
largest differences with experiment are found forθcm ) 40°-
100° at 140 meV and forθcm ) 30°-75° at 180 meV. The
TOF spectrum shown in Figure 8b atΘlab ) 27°, Φlab ) 10°
and 140 meV collision energy, corresponds to an average CM
scattering angle for DF(Vf ) 4) of θcm ≈ 95° ( 2°. The QCT
simulation predicts a much greater DF intensity than experi-
mentally observed at the long flight times between 1.2-2.0 ms,
which correspond to the arrival times of the high lying
rovibrational states ofVf ) 4, jf g 5. This is a direct
consequence of the hotter and broader rotational distribution
obtained in the calculation for this vibrational state in compari-
son with the experimental one.

The QCT calculations reproduce well the state specificity of
the forward scattering(i.e., theVf ) 4 DCS atθcm ≈ 0° is
dominated by scattering into low rotational states. As shown
in Figure 7, the QCTjf distribution for Vf ) 4 at θcm ) 0°-
25°, although somewhat cooler than the experimental one, is
qualitatively correct at the three collision energies. The
comparison in the LAB frame shown in Figure 8c for the 140
meV measurement atΘlab ) 8.5°, indicates a good agreement
between theory and experiment for the location and shape
(although not for the total intensity) of theVf ) 4 TOF peak,
which is associated to small CM scattering angles,θcm ≈ 0-15°.

Finally, it is interesting to notice that in the QCT calculation
the contribution of the highjf states to the small-angle reactive
scattering becomes progressively more relevant as the collision

Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for the experiment at 180 meV collision energy.
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energy increases. This effect, to a lesser extent, is also observed
in the experiment. Hence, at 240 meV the QCT rotational
distribution of the forward scatteredVf ) 4 products is
significantly broader than the experimental one, even though
the rotational states with the largest cross section (jf ) 3-4)
are well accounted for.

C. Center-of-Mass Angle-Velocity Polar Maps. Figures
9-11 display the CM velocity flux contour maps for the F+
D2 reaction at the three collision energies studied in this work.
They were obtained from the experimentalVf, jf DCSs following
the method outlined in section II.B. The following trends can
be recognized in the polar plots: (i) predominance of DF
products into the backward scattering hemisphere for all
vibrational states with the only exception ofVf ) 4. (ii) Shift
of the reactive flux toward the forward scattering hemisphere
both as the internal energy of the products and/or the collision
energy of the reactants increase. (iii) At large scattering
(backward) angles, most of the reactive flux is found to be
confined in a narrow interval of CM recoil velocities lying close
to the maximum velocity kinematically allowed for each
vibrational state. However, at smaller scattering angles the
recoil velocity distribution becomes progressively broader and
shifts toward smaller average values. This behavior is a
consequence of the observed increase of the product rotational
excitation in the sideways scattering region with respect to the
backward one.

The most prominent feature of the polar maps at the three
collision energies studied is the sharp maximum forVf ) 4 at
θcm ) 0°-15°. In accord to the cold rotational distributions
observed in the forward scattered DF(Vf ) 4), this peak is
confined within a narrow interval of CM velocities close to the
maximum recoil velocity for this vibrational state.

Figure 12 shows the CM velocity flux contour map obtained
from the QCTVf, jf DCSs calculated on the SW PES at 240
meV collision energy. The more sideways character of the
scattering intoVf ) 1 and 2 and the smaller flux into forward
scattering forVf ) 4 in comparison with the experimental one
(Figure 11) can be appreciated in this map.

V. Discussion

The existence of a forward peak in the DCS of the highest
accesible vibrational state of the products, HF(Vf ) 3) and DF(Vf

) 4), from the F+ H2 and F+ D2 reactions was first observed
by Neumark and co-workers.3,4 Since then its interpretation
has been a challenge for subsequent experimental and theoretical
investigations of this system. This feature was originally
discussed as an evidence for a dynamical resonance.3,4 How-
ever, this interpretation has been questioned since QCT calcula-
tions on different semiempirical and ab initio PESs have also
succeeded in reproducing this forward peak.16,17,29,30 The
analysis of the forward scattering in both QCT and QM
calculations indicated that it is associated with the largest
accesible total angular momentaJ that can yield reaction.
Manolopoulos and co-workers1,15 have interpreted their QM
calculations as indicating that tunneling through the combined
centrifugal and potential energy barrier was the sole reason for
the enhancement of the forward scattering into HF(Vf ) 3) with
respect to the QCT one. Similar conclusions were drawn from
the analysis of time delays in the peaks of the cumulative
reaction probability.15 All the recent theoretical studies seem
to rule out the original interpretation of the forward scattering
as a manifestation of a pure reactive scattering resonance. The
analysis of the present QCT calculations also shows unequivo-

Figure 11. Same as Figure 9 but for the experiment at 240 meV collisio) energy.
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cally that the forward peak for the title reaction is exclusively
caused by the largest accessible angular momenta (or impact
parameters).

On intuitive grounds, if impulsive collisions dominate the
reactive scattering, then backward scattering should be mainly
due to collisions with small total angular momentumJ (small
impact parameters), whereas collisions with intermediate and
largeJ values should lead to scattering into the sideways and
forward regions. Also, small values ofJ will favor the
production of DF products into lowjf states within eachVf, and
conversely, the highestjf states will be produced in collisions
with large values ofJ. This would explain the trends observed
in the experimentalVf, jf DCSs discussed in section IV.B.

In order to check this model further, the QCTVf, jf reaction
probabilities as a function ofJ, P(J ;Vf, jf) (opacity functions)
have been calculated for the F+ D2(Vi ) 0, j i ) 0) reaction on
the SW PES at 140 meV collision energy, and are shown in
Figure 13 for theVf ) 2, 3, and 4 states. As can be seen, there
is a shift of the maximum of the opacity functions toward larger
values ofJ with increasingjf for the threeVf states. ForVf )
2, for instance, the largest reaction probability forjf ) 2 occurs
at J e 5, whereas forjf ) 16 it becomes largest atJ ) 17-20.
As a consequence, the QCT CM DCS forVf ) 2, jf ) 2 peaks
at backward angles (θcm ≈ 165°), whereas forVf ) 2, jf ) 16
it peaks at sideways angles (θcm ≈ 90°), which is in qualitative
agreement with the experiment (see Figure 5). Similar con-
siderations apply to the higher product vibrational states. For
Vf ) 3, the most probable rotational states at 140 meV, both in
the experiment and in the QCT calculation, arejf ) 7-10 (see
Figure 6). As can be seen in Figure 13b, the large value of the
reaction probability forJ ) 12-18 is responsible for the large
maximum at sideways scattering angles observed in the CM

DCSs for these rovibrational states. Furthermore, the prominent
sideways scattering observed for the statesVf ) 4, jf ) 6-8
(Figure 7) can be rationalized in the same way. In this case, it
is related to the efficient reaction of F-D2 collisions with
angular momentaJ ) 14-20 (Figure 13c). One direct
consequence is that the hotter rotational distributions predicted
by the QCT calculation as compared with the experimental ones
for DF products inVf ) 4 at CM angles 30°-100° (see Figures
8a and d) must be related with the overestimation of the reaction
probability for states withjf g 5 at largeJ values. In fact, this
is the case for the F+ H2 isotopic variant of the reaction for
which both QM and QCT calculations are available on the SW
PES. The QCTP(J) for the highest vibrational state (Vf ) 3
for F + H2) show a pronounced maximum for intermediateJ
values, which is much smaller in the QMP(J). As a result the
QCT calculations predict substantially more sideways scattering
into that state than that found in the QM DCSs, which,
consequently, are also rotationally cooler.

The QCT opacity functions presented in Figure 13 can also
be used to explain the specific behavior of the forward scattered
DF(Vf ) 4, jf) molecules, which, as discussed above, are mostly
in low rotational states. Figure 13c shows that forVf ) 4 the
classicalP(J) for small jf extends from low to high values ofJ,
in some cases with a double maximum structure (e.g., theP(J)
curve for jf ) 1). The highJ values contribute to forward
scattering, whereas the smallJ values give rise to backward
scattering. Interestingly, the QCT calculation at 140 meV shows
that for largerjf values, collisions with highJ yield preferentially
sideways scattering with little contribution to the forward peak.
Hence, it turns out that in order for a DF(Vf ) 4) product
molecule to be scattered in the forward direction, it must be

Figure 12. Same as Figure 9 but for the QCT calculation on the SW PES at 240 meV collision energy.
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produced in reactive collisions with high orbital angular
momentum and also be in a low finaljf state.

VI. Conclusions

In this work, product rotational state-resolved differential
cross sections (DCS) have been evaluated from high resolution
crossed molecular beam experiments on the F+ D2 reaction at
the collision energies of 140, 180, and 240 meV. These results
have been compared with quasiclassical trajectory (QCT)
calculations on the ab initio potential energy surface (PES) by
Stark and Werner (SW).

The most significant trends of the experimentally evaluated
Vf, jf state resolved DCSs are (i) The CM DCSs of thejf
rotational states within a given vibrational stateVf shift from
the backward to the sideways and forward scattering regions
with increasing quantum numberjf. Thus, the scattering into
the low rotational states is found to be confined at the large
CM scattering angles, whereas the DCS of the more excitedjf
states covers a progressively broader angular interval and peaks
at intermediate angles. (ii) The only exception to this trend is
found for the forward scattered DF products inVf ) 4. The

CM DCS for this vibrational state presents a narrow maximum
associated exclusively with low rotational states. The DF
molecules scattered intoVf ) 4 at CM angles close toθcm ) 0°
are rotationally colder (typically 3-5 rotational quanta) than
those scattered at intermediate angles.

These trends are, in general, well reproduced by the QCT
calculations. However, this comparison must be taken with care
since, although in some instances there is a reasonable good
agreement between QCT and QM state-resolved DCSs calcu-
lated on the same PES,23,27,31a rigorous interpretation of the
dynamics of a reactive system must be based on exact QM
calculations. Moreover, the proper assessment of the potential
energy surface can only be achieved by a direct simulation of
the high resolution experimental results using accurate QM state-
resolved DCSs.11,14,19,32

One of the most important conclusions of the present study
has been the experimental confirmation that the F+ D2 forward
scattering is not only vibrationally specific but also rotationally,
and, moreover, the finding that the forward peak is built with
the contribution of a few low rotational states only (i.e., it is
rotationally cold. The analysis based on the QCT calculations
for the system corroborates previous QM studies for the F+
H2 reaction in showing that this behavior can be rationalized
by resorting to the reaction probability as a function of the total
angular momentum and indicate that for molecules scattered
into the forward region, there is an inefficient transfer of orbital
to rotational angular momentum, and the orbital angular
momentum remains roughly unchanged.
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